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Schreyer scholar to present research paper on neural

networks at international conference
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Alayna Kennedy (junior-biomedical engineering) poses for a photo in the HUB-Roberson Center on Tuesday, Sept. 27, 2016. Alayna will

present a research paper on arti�cial neural networks in San Francisco next month.
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Alayna Kennedy said she has long been drawn to the intersection of her �elds of interest:

biomedicine, engineering and computer sciences. When she was accepted into a research

program on machine learning at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs last summer,

she had the chance to chase that fascination.

“I wanted to do something in the realm of prosthetics, and working on bio-robotic and bio-

animatronics,” Kennedy (junior – engineering sciences) said.

Kennedy said this idea was too broad to explore in the two-month duration of the program.

But, with the help of UCCS assistant professor Rory Lewis, she was able to focus her research

on a topic with potential prosthetic aptitude: arti�cial neural networks.

Together, they used neural networks to “decode” EMG signals – tiny electrical signals that

Kennedy said the brain transmits when one walks.

“These signals actually precede your movement by 100 milliseconds,” Kennedy said. “If you can

create a device that can take these signals, read them, and then actually implement a change

within 100 milliseconds, you could create a prosthetic device that would move with your

muscles.”

Neural networks, Kennedy said, are computer algorithms “inspired by the human brain” that

she and Lewis used as a tool for machine learning. Machine learning, Lewis explained, is a

process by which computer programs read data and predict an outcome.

If the outcome isn’t correct, the programs can recode itself autonomously. When creating their

own neural network algorithm, the two had a wealth of data from previous research to work

with.
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Using neural networks to predict movements could see the production of more reliable

prosthetic replacements, Lewis said.

“Say that you have your arm chopped o� right below the elbow. When they connect a new

arm…they’ve got electronic sensors that, when they sense the nerve �ring o� a little amount of

electricity, it will go to a transformer and then make an engine whirl around and maybe bring in

that prosthetic arm’s pinky �nger,” Lewis said. “The problem is, when an arm is cut o�, where

your nerve endings are completely di�erent to where my nerve endings are. There’s no set

map to where these nerve endings are.”

In other words, thinking about tapping your �nger might not translate to doing so with a new

prosthetic limb. Hypothetically speaking, prosthetics capable of machine learning could be

trained by their wearers to respond more accurately.

“There’s a really big gap between what prosthetics in a lab can do, and what an a�ordable

prosthetic can do,” Kennedy said. “The algorithm that I made this summer is actually very

simple. It’s really not di�cult to implement. The reason that I wanted to make one that was

[simpler] but also very e�ective, is that I wanted to begin a movement to bridge the gap

between academic prosthetics and real-life prosthetics.”
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This October, Kennedy will present the paper resultant of her and Lewis’s research in San

Francisco at the International Conference for Advancement of Bioscience and Bioengineering,

something her friends and colleagues alike are excited for.

“Typically when we sense there’s a new person on stage presenting a paper, we have tendency

to rip them apart. I’m looking forward to seeing Alayna shoot back at them,” Lewis said. “She’s a

very gifted student, and it was an absolute pleasure working with her.”

Rucha Bhide, a friend of Kennedy’s, said that while her friend’s major has changed from biology

to engineering sciences since starting school, her passion for learning about the human body

has never wavered.

“I think here ability to combine two seemingly di�erent disciplines shows her aptitude as a

researcher,” Bhide (junior – industrial engineering) said.

Matt Guerry is a student life reporter for The Daily Collegian. Follow him on Twitter at @MattGuerry or email

him at mcg5300@psu.edu


